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Beatles Buddy & Brumbeat   1     Prompts for Paul OR group 

 
 Erise intro 

GOLDEN OLDIES   (R2) *Foot*   
MJL:   Dave’s my golden Oldie! 

 
AMERICAN PIE /  The Day the Music Died – that’s Don Macleans song about a 

man named Buddy Holly who died in a plane crash…  
IT’S SO EASY    
DSM:  That’s One song about BH and one by BH. Died 50 years ago in Feb 1959. 
Here’s another BH classic… taken from a phrase the Crickets group had amongst 

themselves…’Well Alright’  

 

WELL ALRIGHT        (BUB)   
DSM:  That arrangement inspired by Trevor’s version. BrumBeat fans - Trev & I go 
back a long way (both w Danny King). He grew up in Aston near town and me in an 

estate on the edge of town but the horizons were vastly different to now, Limited. 
Music was an escape from the factory. song from XTD says it all... ‘Normal Day’ 

 
NORMAL DAY        (XTD)      
 
 Something / Don Arden /  
DSM: Song sung by Carl Wayne. The Move, My song. / Moves manager Don. 

Hoodlum. In his pffice in 1969 – that song or this one? …  

Blackberry Way 

‘That group morphed into this one’... 

 
TELEPHONE LINE      
DSM:  ELO influenced by Beatles. Jeff & I used to eulogise over new Beatle records.  

Here’s a Beatles B side (of Ticket to Ride – Beatles famous for quality B sides!) 

 
YES IT IS /      (R2)   
Beatles came from Liverpool. If you were in a suburb called Speke, outside the 
house of Mr & Mrs Harrison in September 1962, you might just have heard this..  

Please Please Me  
 
MJL:   song from XTD  

‘Girl in a Jaguar’ 
 
GIRL IN A JAGUAR  (XTD)     

 
MJL:  Break coming up.  Cards under chair. Another song from XTD - 

‘Mission Impossible’  

 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE  (XTD)   
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 Fade lights to Holding screen 
ON A PLANE     (BUB) *Foot* 
DSM:  Always thought the only connection between planes and music was that pop 
stars seemed to get wiped out in plane crashes. But now I fly aeroplanes – it can 

be a real advantage doing something totally different – if bad landing …   
OR I’m sorry about that last song but I’m a pilot really.   

But before all that.. people ask how I got into music 

 
ROGER medley   (Roger, Bert Weedon, Buddy, Elvis (Quiff), Everlys, Dylan) 

LIVING THING           *Foot* 
DSM:  Fortunate to get a job with ELO.  
MJL:  Jeff had a lot of hits – Dave had ONE – twice!  

DSM: Made up a little folk song ….  
 
Hiroshima /   And that little folk song turned into ….  
 Sandra   (vid)     
 
MJL:  Some songs take ages to get right. This was written in 196? But finally 

recorded on the XTD album in 2012… ‘Shanty Town Blues’ 
 

SHANTY TOWN BLUES   (XTD)  *Foot*  
DSM:  Here’s one from Bubbles album.  

 
KNOWER                    (BUB)      *Foot* 

DSM:   

 
SHOULD’VE KNOWN BETTER   *Foot* 
No talk 

 
 Earthrise Taster Vid. 
MJL:  November Orchestral concert of Earth Rise album at conservatoire.  
We’ve done Buddy & Beatles & want to end with BrumBeat.  
DSM:  a song of mine by The Ugly’s - never saw the light of day in 69. Here now. 

(pic Ugly’s)  ‘I’ve seen the Light’ 

 
I’VE SEEN THE LIGHT     
Goodnights. Thanks for coming etc.  
 
 MR BLUE SKY       

 

 HANDLE WITH CARE 
 

Girl in a Jag music play off. 
  

 


